Final Paper

1.) Make any corrections to the paper that I suggested. Some of you will have to adjust your introduction to fit the rest of your paper.
2.) Combine the three parts of the paper together.
3.) Insert sentences at the beginning and ending of each section to make it flow like a paper. That is, “in this section I will...” In the next section I will...”
4.) You should have section headings:
   Example: Section 1: Introduction, Section 2: Theory and testable hypotheses, Section 3: Empirical analysis, Section 4: Conclusion. For sub-sections use A, B, etc. The appendix is in the back before the references.
5.) Write a conclusion (one page– double-spaced). This should be written so that someone who has not read your paper can read this and see what you did.
   a.) Summarize your research question and theory
   b.) Summarize what you found (no need to cite any statistics). Go over your hypotheses and state which ones were supported (by which type of analysis) and which ones were not.
   c.) If your theory (or parts of it) was not supported explain why you think that was the case. Was your theory wrong or was the data not adequate.
   d.) How did your rival hypothesis fair?
6.) Include a title page with the name of the paper, your name and affiliation.
7.) Do not include a folder for your paper. Just staple it at the corner.
8.) Make sure your name is on every page in a header.
9.) Make sure that you keep a copy of the paper. Do not give me your only copy.
10.) The final paper is due on Tuesday May 1 in my mailbox (303 S. Kedzie) by 5:00. But you may turn it in anytime before that time.
11.) The whole paper except the reference section and the appendix should be doubled-spaced (also things like block quotes, listed hypotheses can be single-spaced). Use one inch margins and a 11 or 12 point font.
12.) Make sure you put a page number on every page (except the title page). Bottom center or top right.